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1.

2. Director Mumbai GpO, Mumbai
3. Sr Manager MMS Mumbai
4. APMG(StafD, O/o Chief pMG, Maharashtra Ci
5. All SSPOs/SPOs in Maharashtra Circle
6. All SSRMs/SRMs in Maharashtra Circle

Sub:

Declaration of Result of Competitive examir
for promotion to the cadre of
Postal Assistant/Sorting Assistant from eligible GDS
the vacancy year 2014,2015-16,
2tJI6-17,2017-18,2018 and 2019 held on 15.09.2019 llowed by DEST on
09.02.2020.
The Competent Authority is pleased to annor
allotrnents of Surplus qualified candidates who had
for promotion to Postal Assistant/ Sorting Assistant fr<
201 4, 201 5 -l 6, 2016-17, 2017 -t8, 20 I 8 and 20 I 9 held
09.02.2020 as below:

the result of candidates along with
eared in Competitive Examination
eligible GDS for the vacancy year
15.09.2019 followed bv DEST on

Result containing list of candidates allotted
Divisions/Units along with marks secured
Exam for promotion to PA/SA from GDS
Result containing list of Surplus quatil
allotted to other DivisionsAJnits along with
of Competitive Exam for promotion to PA/SA

3.

The selection of candidates in Annexure- A and
of conditions of relevant Recruitment Rules
Assistant/ Sorting Assistant.

B is subject to fulfillment
recruitment to the cadre of Postal

It is the personal responsibility of the Appointl
of valid documents i.e. Date of Birth froof
PWD certificate, respective Category Certi
as per ruling on the subject before issuing

Authorities to carry out verification
ional qualification certificates,
, Category Validity Certificate etc.
isional appointment orders to the

selected Candidates.

4.

case, at anytime it is detected that the
so selected had applied and
appeared the examination with false
relating to Educational qualification,
category , length of service artd physical disabi ty, his/her selection will be cancelled
without any notice.

In

5. If it is noticed

later that the permission
to any candidate to appear for the
examination was not valid due to one or the o
reasons, as per the orders on the
subject, his candidature will be cancelled wi
anv notice and his narne will be
removed from the list of successful candidates
any stage.

6.

The Appointing Authorities, before giving
intment to the selected candidates.
should ensure that the selepted candidates
all the required conditions of
relevant Recruitment Rules of PA/SA. Appoi ine Authorities will also ensure that
the selected candidate has corfrpleted minimum 5 years of regular service as GDS.

7.

requested
carry out all the required preappointment formalities as provided in relev
rules and instructions issued from
time to time on the subject as the GDS are outside the Civil Service. Also the
DivisionaU Unit Heads af,s requested to r
the pre-requisite conditions
prescribed for candidates, with reference to their recommendations made while
forwarding the application fopms,

The Appointing Authoritieg are

Before appointment, it shoqld be ensured
pending or contemplated on punishment is
candidates.

If, any

such case oxists, such case

9. The candidates-of

reserved cptegory i.e.
'Selected against UR', should be adjusted

10.

no disciplinary/ vigilance case is
against the selected/ allotted
ld be referred to this office.
TOBC/EWS/PWD who are shown as
UR vacancies in the Roster.

The names, categories and other details of
furnished by the concemed DivisionaU Unit
namel Roll Noi Category etp is noticed, the

candidates have been shown as
If however, any mistake in the
may be intimated to this offrce

immediately.

11.It may be ensured that no provisionally
without rcgilaization of his/her candidature.
veriff the current status of the

of

candidate is given appointment
DivisionsAJnits are requested to
the qualified candidates before

appointment.

Kindly ackqowledge the receipt.
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